
12. Check the alignment of the door 
glass with the fixed panel glass. The
top of the two glass panels should
be level and the gap between the
glass panels should be even at
4mm. Adjust the alignment by
slackening off the alien screws in the
hinges, moving the glass and then 
re-tightening the alien screws. Check 
that the hinges are horizontal with a
small spirit level. 

13. Fit the vertical seal between the door
glass and the fixed glass panel. 

14. Fit the door handle as shown in the 
diagram. The grub screws are
positioned facing the hinge side on the 
inside. 

15. Open the door and fix the closing
door seal to the edge
of the inline panel.

16. One long steady bar tube and either 
two or (depending on the size of the
enclosure)four short steady bar tubes
are supplied. The long tube fits from 
the fixed side panel to the wall, and is 
then connected via tee pieces, to the
fixed in line panels (please refer to
diagram).The long steady bar needs
to be cut down to the correct length.
Loosely assemble the steady bar 
arrangement and offer it up to the
enclosure. Ensure that two of the
square steady blocks are located
onto the glass approximately 30mm
from the outside vertical glass edge
of the in line panels, check
alignment, and mark the position of 
the wall socket. 

Remove the assembled steady bar 
arrangement and drill and plug hole
for wall socket. Replace the
assembled steady bar arrangement
onto the enclosure and check for 
alignment again before nipping up all 
grub screws.

DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN STEADY 

BLOCK GRUB SCREW ONTO 

GLASS 

17. Tighten the wall profile screws and fit 
the snap on cover strips.

18. Adjust the hinges carefully to obtain
a good engagement in the closing
profile Caution! Do not allow the
door to open inwards, this will 
damage the hinge seal. Remove the
spacing bridge pieces and re-check
opening.

19. Fix the bottom door seal to the
underside of the door. Ensure that 
the flip edge of the seal is towards 
the inside of the enclosure. 

20. Apply a continuous small bead of 
silicone caulking to the outside 
edges of the enclosure. Also seal the
inside vertical wall profile edge and 
the bottom edge of the glass. Ensure
a good seal is made and there are
no pin holes in the sealant. Do NOT

seal the inside horizontal edges of
the wall mounting rails to ensure that 
any water drains back into the
tray/wet area. 

21. DO NOT USE THE SHOWER
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REFER TO STEP 13. ADJUST HINGES. 

CAUTION DO NOT ALLOW THE 
DOOR TO OPEN INWARDS. 
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Spectra SP4 75 
Corner Option 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

Issue 6 - April 2016 

We recommend the shower tray is fitted correctly and sealed, prior to tiling. 

Tile down onto the tray and re-seal before installing shower enclosure. 
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